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Additional eRETA Resources:
For a host of eRETA resources - see our website - www.gsa.gov/ereta
For specific process questions/matters, please send your queries to eRETA@gsa.gov

For a recording of this eRETA Digest session, see our Zoom Video Passcode: K75%PLrP

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Q1. How will the America’s Clean Energy Economy Through Federal Sustainability
Executive Order impact eRETA processes in areas such as Electric Vehicle Charging
Station infrastructure?

A. GSA has established a new PMO (Program Management Office) to implement this new
Executive Order. We are working directly with the new PMO to ensure a coordinated process
that still utilizes the existing eRETA workflow and aligns with the requirements set forth by the
Administration.

Q2. Since I rarely do RWA requests (just because of the nature of my job), will my
login need to be renewed/login updated at some point?

A. GSA requires annual recertification of your eRETA login information. You will receive
a survey link where you can complete whether or not you will need to have continued
access. The period of response is usually several weeks, and you will receive multiple
reminders. However, if you do not recertify your login, your access to eRETA will be
disabled, and you will have to reapply if you need continued access to eRETA.

Q3. Will we get emails advising us when there are status changes to our work
orders?

A. Yes, eRETA sends several automated communications via email. These emails act
as reminders for action on your part or updates on various status changes.

Q4. Can you use the search function in eRETA without having a password?

A. You cannot access eRETA without having a government email address and
password. You must formally apply using the application following instructions on
gsa.gov/ereta (select “How Do I Access eRETA” on the left pane). Once you have finished
the application, you must have your supervisor forward the application to eRETA@gsa.gov
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with the required affirmation statement. Non-federal customers will not complete the
WR/RWA process directly in eRETA but through liaising with the Regional RWA Manager. A
list of regional contacts can be found at gsa.gov/ereta by selecting "Contacting Us" on the
left pane.

Q5. Can you explain when to select severable vs non-severable?

A. Generally speaking, severable are services and non severable are projects. There is
some overlap, but we can assist with ensuring which is appropriate when you send in your
work request.

Q6. Is it better to use Microsoft Edge to gain access to eRETA?

A. eRETA works perfectly in Microsoft Edge. While eRETA works in Chrome, some
pop-ups are not supported. We highly recommend using Edge.

Q6. If you search by your name, does the search feature bring up ALL of your
RWAs, enabling you to choose which one you want?

A. Searching by user ID will show all Work Requests associated with that user ID. The
search includes several points of contact, not just the user who initiated the work request.
You can search by Agency POC, GSA POC, etc.

Q7. How does the eRETA process affect the GSA Prospectus Actions, which are
submitted to Congress for appropriations review/approval?
https://www.gsa.gov/real-estate/gsa-properties/prospectus-library/2022-prospectus

A. The two processes are independent from one another, but GSA may not accept an
RWA from a customer for any work related to a GSA prospectus project until the prospectus
has been submitted to Congress.

Q8. Can you use a "wildcard" character in a search? For example, if I want to
search for a list of all RWAs that start with 3798, I will enter 3798% in the RWA
Number field. The “%” is the wildcard sign that I’m referring to. Does this help?

A. We don't use wildcard characters in our RETA search fields. You can use partial
code for a search. For example, if you want to find an RWA number that begins with 3798, it
will return numbers like 379867 or 379800. There is no way to return numbers that end in
3798. You can search for partial codes or other criteria, such as AB Code, to narrow your
search. But our system does not accept wildcard symbols.

Q9. What request category would be appropriate for creating an RWA for custodial
contractor credentialing?

A. Nonseverable would be the appropriate selection.

Q10. If annual maintenance is included on the same RWA for overtime utilities, do
we separate them somehow in eRETA so the RWA routes to the OTU section vs
maintenance and do we use separate budget object classes for each type of work on
the RWA?
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A. This question appears to be an internal GSA question and not one for our
customers. We encourage you to reach out to your regional RWA Manager for assistance
with this specific question.

Q11. What if the amount on the estimate does not match the Agency certified
amount ? Who do I address it to/with ?

A. For accepted RWAs you may update your Agency Certified Amount through the use
of amendments. To update the Agency Certified Amount you would need to create an
X-input code (Amount / Scope) Amendment.

The agency certified amount can be edited on work requests any time before the request is
submitted to GSA for processing.

Q12. Once an RWA number is assigned after saving it, do you still have to worry
about it losing the information before it is submitted?

A. We highly recommend saving the RWA numbers you are working on. If you were to
lose track of the information you may use the search function previously outlined earlier by
Charm or check your email. eRETA will send several Automated emails that contain the
RWA / Work request Number as it moves through the RWA process.

Q13. Can you repeat the info about uploading documents?

A. We have some really handy quick reference materials that you can pull up to walk
through this if you'd like. They can be found at www.gsa.gov/ereta. There is a specific one
labeled "How to Upload Documents in eRETA"
https://www.gsa.gov/cdnstatic/Quick%20Tip%2010%20-%20June%202019%20-%20How%
20to%20upload%20documents%20in%20eRETA.pdf

Q14. What is "PBS" standing for?

A. PBS is the acronym for GSA's Public Building Service.

Q15. We are still at the stage of the creation of WR . I was trying to send it to GSA
and the system sent me a message that the entered amount is different from the
certified amount.

A. Please look at the Progress tracker on the Customer Information Tab. Generally, you
will be unable to update the Authorized Amount while it is being processed by GSA. If you
would like to make a change and are stuck, we highly recommend reaching out to the GSA
Data Entry user listed on your RWA. They can further assist you or process the change on
their end.

Q15. What should we do after an RWA is "Accepted"? What are the steps between
getting an RWA "Awarded" after it is accepted? Is there anything the customer has to
do after the RWA is "accepted" to get it "Awarded"?
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A. An RWA should have either a schedule provided prior to acceptance or it can be
assumed an award will be made within 90 days of RWA acceptance. Specific details and
updates can be provided by the GSA PM identified in eRETA.

Q16. If I have poor luck reaching out to POC on OTU estimate, to whom do I reach
out?  Who is next in the chain of command, and how do I get this information?

A. The best place to reach out to would be a regional inbox if you know what the email
address would be. If not, the best place to send the information (RWA number and POC)
would be eRETA@gsa.gov in order for the eRETA team to assist in getting the response
that you need.

Q17. Where does the Treasury Symbol come from? What's it for?

A. The Treasury Account Symbol (TAS) is mandatory for all Federal customers and is
validated by RETA/eRETA to ensure no billing rejections occur at the Treasury level. The
Department of Treasury's "Shared Accounting Module (SAM)" website contains a list of all
valid TAS codes for each agency. Valid Treasury Account Symbols are updated every 24-48
hours. Visit Treasury's SAM site here:
https://sam.for.fiscal.treasury.gov/sampublic/tasbetc.htm and download the latest Excel file
labeled “Intergovernmental”.

Please note that the SAM site should be used in lieu of the Treasury's FASTBook since the
FASTBook is only updated annually (or less frequently) and does not include all the
currently acceptable TAS values.

Q18. If your agency has multiple BOAC's, how do you determine which one to use
per project?

A. There is an effort underway to clean up BOACs as there are many that are repetitive.
Since paper bills are no longer mailed out, it is less necessary to have different BOACs for
different divisions and such within a single building. We recommend you select the one that
has the correct address without additional information on POCs or departments.

Q19. In the "Save Favorites" feature, does the system bring up previously used
BOAC codes? Reason for confusion - is the "Save" feature for the document or the
code?

A. The save favorites is to save your favorite codes, so it would save a BOAC or a TAS
- things like that.

Q20. I have recurring issues with eRETA access (relating to the PBS Portal and OTP
Code)....the platform is easy but access is tempermental. (I am using Chrome).

A. As far as your web browser goes, eRETA works perfectly in Internet Explorer and
Edge. While eRETA works in Chrome, some pop-ups are not supported. We highly
recommend using IE or Edge.
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The best method for accessing the PBS Portal to access eRETA is to receive the OTP
Code via text message on a cell phone. If you do not have a phone set up to receive the
code, please reach out to COPBSApp@gsa.gov in order to change your mobile phone to
the preferred method of receiving the OTP code. You can also detail the issues you are
having in an email to eRETA at ereta@gsa.gov so that we can explore what other solutions
there may be to your problem.

Q21. In the treasury symbol area, I had a problem with saving it as a favorite. The
issue is that the symbol changes from fiscal year to fiscal year. Is there any way to
have these symbols updated per the BOAC?

A. Unfortunately, not at this time. However, once you save the new treasury symbol,
you can make it a favorite and use it for all of your RWAs moving forward.

Q22. Is there any way for a data entry person to request a digital signature if for
some reason the original email did not go to the certifying official?

A. If the Fund Certifying Official does not receive any emails after Signatures are
requested, please reach out to eRETA@gsa.gov for additional assistance. Some agencies
block DocuSign requests with their firewall. We can provide several workarounds and
request that signatures are re-sent.

Q23. When routed to a fund certifying official, how do you respond if there is an
error or something needs to be edited before a digital signature is applied?

A. You will want to have the GSA PM/Data Entry user undo the request for signature or
have the Funds Certifying Official to reject the signature package, and then you would need
to apply the appropriate amendment in order to make the change.

Q24. My agency needs to have dedicated funding set aside for a project and
services before the program office submits a work request in eRETA to GSA. With
this said, my agency typically sets up an agreement with GSA in the form of a memo,
so we can obligate the funds. Do I need to reach out to the assigned Program
Manager to discuss this further?

A. There is no financial obligation related to sending in a work request. The intent is to
build the requirements and provide the customer an appropriate estimate to then share with
their financial folks to determine if funding is available. I would recommend sending us an
email at askrwa@gsa.gov to help work through this a bit more as it is contrary to the intent
of the Work Request process (which is to aid in planning and workload management).

Q25. What is Pegasys?

A. Pegasys is the GSA’s core financial management system which supports funds
management (budget execution and purchasing), credit cards, accounts payable,
disbursements, standard general ledger and reporting. Pegasys is the financial system of
record for nearly all of GSA’s financial transactions. RETA has a real-time interface with
Pegasys to submit all RWA related transactions too. All RWA related financial transactions
(obligations, expenses, billing, collections, etc.) are then sent back to RETA three times a
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day. Pegasys also contains many of the reference tables that RETA uses to validate data
such as organization codes, building numbers, etc.

Q26. Will there be a future session that specifically relates to OTU's and continuing
resolutions?

A. We can certainly take that under advisement and work with our overtime utilities
gurus to potentially set something up.

Q27. How do I sign up to be alerted of future eRETA trainings via email?

A. Once you register for any Client Enrichment Series class -you are automatically
added to our mailing list for future events. Anyone can request to be added (even without
registering for a specific class) by emailing us at clientenrichmentseries@gsa.gov.

Q28. What's the typical time frame it takes for GSA to process a request for an
estimate?

A. It really does depend on several things, but some general timelines for you are 5
business days to assign a PM and then we work expeditiously to begin working on
requirements and providing an estimate.

Q29. Could you address the eRETA logon challenges to your eRETA HELP Desk. (It
looks like one of the root causes may be associated with the network traffic
bottleneck).

A. We continue to work on ways to improve the log in experience for our customers, but
are unfortunately at the mercy of our applications help desk, so not even our eRETA
helpdesk. If you are willing and able to provide IT folks from your side, we can do some
screen sharing to help get to the root of the issue for your folks. Please email us at
ereta@gsa.gov to set this up.

Q30. Where can I find the recording of this training session?

A. There are three places to find links to our recordings:

1) www.gsa.gov/ereta under the training materials tab

2) www.gsa.gov/ces under Recent Sessions

3) On our CES YouTube playlist at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRpxXNwUvmM&t=181s
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